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What could be? 
Imagine you are swimming in the sea and your thoughts and ideas are bubbles of the waves around you: 
What is reflected in the bubbles around you? 
Which of them is shimmering? 
What wants to be seen?  
Which feelings still have no name? 
Which questions still have no answers? 
Which answers still have no questions? 
Where are you looking to? Which thoughts do you give space? Which one do you let go? 
What could be? 
 
What begins? 
What choices you want to make right now? 
Which door do you open? With what feelings? 
What do you get enthusiastic about? And what doubts do you have? 
Do you feel how cautious curiosity turns into a passionate yes? 
How long will the path be, how grand is the goal? 
Will you be alone n it? 
What's in your backpack, who is with you? 
What draws you? 
What begins? 
 
What is? 
What did you choose? 
Which walls are you sure to stand on like on your castle? 
What do you see from there, which country is below you? 
Where are you clear about your role? 
Where maybe too clear, too narrow? 
And yet: where do you feel you are in good hands? What's yours? 
What is certain? 
 
 
What ends? 
In which places does water penetrate the walls? Where does something break open? 
Where do you stand as a sceptic in your fortress, or even as a wanderer beyond the gates? 
Does it bend or break? 
Is it a violent transition or a smooth transition? 
Does it scare you? Does it redeem you? 
What do you take with you, what do you leave there? 
Are there already new banks? Or just fog and smoke? 
What ends? 
 
And while the wave breaks and the bubbles bubble around you see the question arise: 
What could be?  


